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UCF plans
inaugural
ceremony
Events to get underway
after six months planning
Gennady Gerasimov

by Michele S. King
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FOREIGN
EXCHANGE
Gennady Gerasimov,
official spokesman for
Mikhail Gorbachev,
talks Friday of reforms
in tl1e Soviet Union.
Student Jennifer Sands
confronts a Lithuanian
protester outside the
lecture.
Mlc:t.ef LmughlulJCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alafay·a construction ahead of schedule
by Ken Gioeli
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The construction crews on AJafaya Trail have pushed
ahead of the projected schedule, a Department of Transportation official announced Wednesday
The first phase of the construction, the widening of
Alafaya Trail to six lanes between the traffic light at the
Research Park and UCF, was originally scheduled for completion in the fall. The contractors have moved up the

completion date to the end of July, according to Gene
Holton, a project manager for the DOT.
"~ll the work being done out there isn't being done by
one contractor. There are six or even utilities also. They
are all ahead of schedule," Holton stated.
J.B. Coxwell, the contractor doing the construction,
has planned to do more than just widen the road. They are
making adjustments to the road. These adjustments
see ALAFAYA TRAIL page 6

UCF White union may form
by Melissa Stoker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If enough people show interest, UCF may form a white
student union within two
months.
Typically, white student
unions have been against affirmative action and against
programs just for particular
races.
Tony
Bastanzio,
of
Gainesville, oversaw the organization of a white student
union in March at the University of Florida. He has written
a constitution for the proposed
UCF union based on UCFs
constitution.
"We feel there is a lot of.
discrimination against whites
in the areas of sports, clubs
and free tuition," Bastanzio
said. "I don't want them using
skin color as a reason for gettingpositions [in these areas]."
Shana Mike, a freshman
who is a senator of the African
American Student Union, said
she doesn't feel there is a problem with reverse discrimination. "But whites might be
discriminated against by
blacks who are bitter and
blame whites for everything,"
·
she added.
According to Bastanzio,

blacks have had problems with
discrimination in the slavery
era, but white people, Jewish
people and Christians have a11
been discriminated against at
some point. "All of us have
certainly had tyranny in our
past," Bastanzio added.
"It seems [white student
unions] are trying to get rid of
affirmative action and other

'There are good
blacks, bad blacks,
good whites and bad
whites. It's not fair
to judge a whole
organization by a
. few people."
-Tony Bastanzio
WSU organizer
programs that help minorities," Mike said. "I think if they
knew our history and how bad
things were, they would see we
need the programs."
Affirmative action programs need to be revised, but
not totally taken away, Mike
.said.
In order to form a WSU on
campus, Bastanzio must find

at least ten people who are
interested in being members.
The organization will need one
professor to act as advisor.
According to Bastanzio,
almost all white student
unions are approved by universities. A constitution similar to the one drawn up for
UCF will be used at three other
colleges where Bastanzio is
trying to organize white student unions: Lake Sumpter
Community College, Atlantic
University in Boca Raton and
Florida Southern in Lakeland.
"We hope to have at least 40
WSU's by the end of the year,"
Bastanzio said. The unions
will be involved in trying to
eliminate free tuition completely from college campuses .
Bastanzio was chief executive of the Ku Klux Klan for six
years, then dropped out of the
group.
"There are good blacks, bad
blacks, good whites and bad
whites," he said. "It's not fair to
judge a whole organization by
a few people."
"The AASU is open to any
race or gender. As long as the
WSU [would be] too, I have no
problems with it," Mike said.
The WSU would be open to
any UCF student, Bastanzio
said.

Steven Altman will be inaugurated
this week as UCF's third president.
· Official ceremonies are scheduled
for Friday at 10:30 a.m. in the Education building's gymnasium.
Although Altman has been in office
since July 1989, it has taken six
months of planning to organize the
week longinauguration eventsthatare
estimated to cost $94,000.
Candice Crawford, director of community relations, reports that most of
the money was not spent on the inauguration ceremony itself, but rather on
the other events happening throughout the week.
~
"The bulk of the money has come
from the 400 or 500 tickets that have
been sold to the $125 a plate inauguration gala," Crawford said.
The money generated from the
ticket sales will be used to fund the
black tie gala itself, where there will be
dancing, dinner and entertainment.
An estimated amount of $30,000
see INAUGURATION page 5
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TUBA TOOTER
Chris Ellison practices his instrument in front of the music
rehearsal hall. Ellison is majoring in music.
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AIDS rally: an art project for awareness
by Lisa Young
CENTRAL F LO~IDA FUTURE

.

•

/

A UCF student transformed his
conceptual ar t class project into an
educationa l perform ance about
AIDS Thursday on th e Green.
. Ray Alvarez, a senior who is majoring theat er, said, "I wanted to do
something more than just another
project. I wanted t o u se art to send
the message of awareness to everyone."
Alvarez organized the event.
Two tents were on display. One
contained educational brochures
and condoms. The other held three
adult-sized caskets and one infantsized casket. Also, students contributed artwork to complete the effect.
Gary A Daughtery, owner of the
Pinecastle Memorial Chapel Funeral Horne, rented the coffins to
Alvarez.
"Local education is the key to
stopping the AIDS epidemic,"
Daughtery said.
Alvarez received funding from
student government for the AIDS
rally.
He said, "I had to wait about one
and a half months for the bill that
allocated the funds I needed to pass.
I was afraid if the bill didn't pass, I
wouldn't be able to do my project and
all my plans would be wasted.
"I definitely want to thank student government for passing the
bill," he added.
Student Sen. David Mann wrote
the bill, which gave Alvarez $420for
the event. The student senate
passed the bill unanimously April
12 .

"Student government showed a lot of
'interest about the subject of AIDS. It
was the least we could do to inform
stud~nts about possible dangers they
are exposed t o," Mann said.
Dr. Maude S. Wah Iman, chair of the
art department, gave Alvarez $75.
Wahlman said, "I thought the rally
was really good, an d student reaction
was positive. One of th e roles of art is to
increase awareness, and Alvarez accomplished this," sh e said.
The Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services and the AIDS
Institute donated 4,500 condoms to be
distributed at the rally.
Dr. Walter Gaudnek, who teaches
the Happening and Conceptual Art
class Alvarez is taking, said, "Alvarez
received an 'A' on his project. It was
very involved and dramatic."
Gaudnek said, "I am for awareness.
It may make people feel uncomfortable
to be informed about AIDS, but they
better be for their own sake."
Anya Gayle Watson, a senior theater major, videotaped the rally for historical reasons.
Watson plans to submit video clips
to be used as public service announcements at UCFs cable television station.
Watson said, "Ray Alvarez needs to
be complimented on how openly he
designed his presentation. He made it
easy for people to obtain information
without feeling embarrassed."
Kevin Shovich painted the 5-foot by
8-foot mural as a backdrop for the
tents.
Shovich said, "I felt the rally was a
success. People need something to get
see Al OS RALL y page 4
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Kristine Hamilton and Tina Fleege e>.amine condom boxes at the Al DS Awareness Rally on the Green Thursday. Free condoms were passed out at the rally.

.Sena te supports audiology program
the program affected more than just the students
currently in the program.
"It affects everybody, even the bachelots (degree)
Yes, UCF should keep the graduate audiology students," she said.
program, the student senate decided Thursday.
The senate also tabled a resolution which would
The senate passed a resolution asking the univer- have thanked Marriott Food Service for its help with
sity and the College of Health and Professional Stud- the pizza party at the WildPizzaApril 11. The motion
ies to reconsider the decision to terminate the pro- to table the measure came after several senators
gram.
objected to Marriott's exclusive food service contract
The resolution, which passed unanimously, also with UCF.
by Staff Report
asks the university to channel resources to improve
They said because of that contract, a previously- COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
the department. It calls the decision to drop the arranged pizza donation from Domino's Pizza had to
Students can correctly guess the answers for most
program an injustice to the community, as well as to be cancelled.
the students interested and enrolled in the program.
"I don't think we should be thanking them in this of the reading comprehension questions on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), a University of Georgia
Audiology is the evaluation ofhearing defects and form," said Sen. David Mann.
the rehabilitation of those who have such defects,
Several other senators suggested writing a thank- professor found.
When psychology Professor Stuart Katz deleted
you letter rather than passing the resolution, which
according to Webster's New World Dictionary.
Copies of the resolution, which state the opinion of would have expressed the opinion of the whole stu- the passages that go with the questions on the rea ing test, students beat the odds in correctly guessing
the senate, will be sent to UCF President Steven dent body.
Altman and Dr. Leslie Ellis, dean of the College of
In other business, the senate also passed the fol- the answers on an average of 70 out ofl 00 questions.
"That should not happen," Katz maintains. "These
lowing legislation:
Health and Professional Studies.
Ellis said Tuesday he recommended cutting the •A bill setting the senate's summer meeting time at tests aren't just flawed, but they are seriously flawed
,,
program because of a lack of students and increased 4 p.m. Sundays. The first summer meeting will be and the ETS should not be using them."
Ideally, student shouldn't be able to get more than
accreditation guidelines. The new guidelines would May 20. Thursday's meeting was the last of the
20 percent ofthe questions right when they guess, but
spring semester.
require a third faculty member.
Sue Hackett, one of two students sponsoring the • A resolution welcoming Altman to UCF and consee TESTS page 5
resolution, told the senate the decision to terminate gratulating him on his inauguration.

tiy Tom Kopacz

STAFF REPORTER

Students can guess
co·rrect SAT answers

I')

• FILM WORKSHOPS

Film and television actor
James Best will conduct master classes in camera technique for actors at UCF May
14-25 and June 4-15.
The first workshop will be
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., and the
second will be from 1 :30 to 8 :30
p. m. Monday th rough Friday.
Both workshops are open to
the public. For more information on prices and credit hours,
call 275-2861 or 249-6100. ·
•CINEMATOGRAPHY

The UCF Cinematography

Association will hold an open
board meeting 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Room 201 of the
PC-3 portables.
Summer meetings and production opportunities will be
discussed.
·
The final meeting before the
summer se~ester will be May
2. The guest spea;ker will be
producer/ director
Bob
Shimkus.
• NEW SUMMER HOURS

The Student Health Center
will begin operating at its
summer May 10.

The center will be open from
8 a.m. to 7 p.rn. Monday
through Friday during the
summer, but will be closed on
weekends.
• EMERGENCY LOANS

Short term loans for books
or emergencies are available.
The maximum outstanding
balance is $300.
Extensions for repayment
will be granted onlyifloans are
to be repaid by financial aid
sources.
Contact the financial aid
office for more information.

•YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL

The UCF Educational
Leadership Division will present a seminar on the pros and
cons of year-round schools in
central Florida at 7 p.m. tonight in Room 125 of the Education building.
The seminar is open to all
interested educators, parents,
citizens and students. For
more information, call the
department of educational
services at 275-2596.
• REPORTING TESTS
The Central Florida Blood

Bank has begun reporting all
positive tests for the HIVAIDS virus to the local health
department effective April 16.
The Blood· Bank already
reports cases of syphilis
among blood donors.
Each unit of donated blood
goes through a strict and confidential testing process, according to a press release from
the Blood Bank. The technicians perform a series of seven
tests for syphilis, hepatitis B,
HIV-I, non-A and non-B hepatitis and HTLV-1 on each
donor's blood.

4
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Lake Hall will close for asbestos removal ·
renovation'.. Residents were recently notified of the
closure. Many of the residents have been given alterCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
native housing arrangements on campus for the
The presence of asbestos in the ceilings of Lake summer, McCray said.
Hall prompted housing officials to remove it before it
The cost to remove the asbestos from the dormitory
becomes a health risk, a campus housing official said is estimated at $90,000. The dorms are self-supWednesday.
ported from its residents, so the housing department
The levels of the asbestos particles in the air have had to look elsewhere for the funds to complete the
been at safe levels, but housing officials have acted to project, McCray explained.
remove all asbestos from .the building during the
"We were surprised at the cost to abate the asbessummer semester. Lake Hall is the last dorm to have tos," McCray stated.
the asbestos removed, housing officials said.
He explained that the money will come from the
"We have monitored out buildings for asbestos," Capital Improvement Trust Fund. This fund is availsaid Christopher McCray, director of housing and able to all Florida universities for upgrading campus
residential life. "We have to get rid of it before it is a facilities. The money that is received must be paid
problem."
back in installments, McCray said.
Lake Hall will be closed the entire summer for the·
"The yearly payments for the removal of the ashesby Ken Gioeli

AIDS RALLY
FROM PAGE3

them in the habit of practicing
safer sex since the AIDS epidemic is so out of control."
Sharon Douglass, an associate professor in the department of cardiopulmonary sciences, said, "I thought Ray did
an excellent job of trying to
educate the campus population."
Douglass said, "The coffins

•

tos from all campus do'rmitories will be $111,000,"
McCray added.
Many residents of Lake Hall are worried about the
effects the exposure to asbestos may have on their
health, according to a resident of the dorm.
She was asked to sign a statement acknowledging
that she was aware of the asbestos when she got her
room assignment last fall. The housing officials did
not tell her how much asbestos was in the air, she
·
said.
Churchwell said she felt trapped.
"They had my non-refundable deposit, and I
couldn't refuse," Churchwell said.
The renovation will also include a new lighting
system, pain ting and carpet, McCray added.
Lakt} Hall housed 180 students this semester,
McCray added.

were very real, and people
reacted to this powerful message in a very positive way."
She also said, "I think it's a
shame the rally wasn't held on
a day when more students
were on campus."
a public service announcement from the Environmental Defense Fund.
Terri Langford, the coordinator of the Health Resource~=====~========================~=~
Center, said, "I think the problem of AIDS can never be overI
stated. The coffins made each
of us uniquely aware ofhow an
I
epidemic can be spread so inI
nocently."
.
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INAUGURATION

•

FROM PAGE'1

came from state funding. According to
Crawford, state funds were used to pay
for such things as speakers, invitations
and programs for the various ceremonies and events .
Invitations to the inaugural ceremonv took a good portion out of the
inauguration budget because a large
number were needed to send to every
college and university campus in the
country.
"A person had to be hired on a contract basis to put together the mailing
list, produce the invitations," Crawford
said.
''The invitations are the most spectacular I've ever seen. They had to be,
because for many of the colleges it will
be the first.time they've heard ofUCF,"
said Dr. K Phillip Taylor, a communications professor who is chaiman of the
inaugural steering committee.
Taylor sees the inaugural events as
a necessary public relations effort for
UCF.
"We want people to know who we
are, and to know that we are someone
to contend with," Taylor said.
The week-long series of activities began last Friday with a guest speaker,
Gennady Gerasimov, the official
spokesman for Mikhail Gorbachev and
the Soviet Union.
On Wednesday, UCF will host the
UCF vs. University of Florida baseba11
game.
The game will begin at 7:00 p.m.
with Altman throwing out the first

•

•

•

•

•
•'
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game ball in a special pre-game ceremony.
On Thursday at 2:30 p.m., Altman
will attend the Founder's Day convocation where the top one percent ofUCF's
students will be honored. Classes will
be canceled from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
so students and faculty may attend. A
reception for the honoraries will follow
in the University Dining Room.
The inauguration ceremony will
begin at 10:30 a.m. on April 27. Classes
will be canceled from 10 :00 a.m. to 1 :00
p.m. The ceremony will begin with
representatives from various colleges
and UCF marching from the library to
the Education building's auditorium.
The college representatives will be
dressed in gowns and hoods and will
march in the order of their school's
founding date. Harvard, which was the
first university founded in America,
will lead the march. Altman will be the
last to enter the auditorium.
Once inside the auditorium, Altman
will receive the official university seal
and will then deliver his inaugural address.
Immediately following the inauguration, there will be a celebration
around the reflecting pond. Light refreshments will be served, and musical
groups will perform from 12:00 p.m. to
2:30 p.m. In addition, campus organizations will have display cases set up,
and fraternities and sororities will
have open houses.
Beginning at 8:00 p.m., the UCF
Jazz Lab will perform on the Green.
The $125-a-plate inaugural gala at
the Orlando Stouffer Re ort wm conclude the week of events.

SPREAD THE WORD
Share your opinions about even ts and issues at UCF with more than
15,000 readers. Write a letter to the Central Florida Future.

I G0 ING so L0

Jim F«•""""'ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU•E

.Jay RauchNarg, of the band Fifth Co1umn, does his guttar solo during a performance Tuesday afternoon on the Green to s~pport Earth Week.

~ TESTS
FROM PAGE3

prehension is the most important part on the standardized
tests, but because they are so
flawed, they should be dropped
I students' scores ranged from until they are improved.
Katz's research assumes
38 percent to 90 percent in
that students randomly guess
1 Katz's study.
Educational Testing Serv- on the SAT. "I don't believe
ice, which publishes the SAT, students randomly guess on
the SAT. They always give it
disputed his study.
I "The students in Katz's their best shot," Wendler said.
study aren't the typical SAT
"What this shows is that,
takers," charged Kathy even given their sophisticaWendler, associate program tion, they've missed the mark,"
director of the New Jersey- Katz concluded. "Just because
based ETS. "Just by virtue of they are the leading test orthe fact that they are in college ganization in the country
doesn't mean their product
they will score higher."
Katz says the reading com- can't be faulty."

"
LARGE METAL I
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ALAFAYA TRAIL
FROM PAGE 1

include building grass medians with tum lanes,
sidewalks on both sides, and 4-foot-wide bicycle
lanes. The DOT is building the road, taking into
account the flow of pedestrians going to and
from the university, Holton said.
One of the main objectives of the DOT is to
keep the traffic moving with minimal delay.
There have been some difficulties keeping the
traffic flowing. Approximately 29,700 cars
travel through the road ~onstruction on an
average day. On some days, the traffic was
bumper to bumper through the detours, according to Holton.
"The new road will actually be in a different
place. We are building half of the road and
putting traffic on it while we work on the old
road," Holton explained.
A DOT representative said some inconveniences are to be expected while the road is under
construction. Some pedestr ians and businesses
that depend on Alafaya Trail have complained
of the inconveniences the construction has
caused.
For one UCF st udent , the walk from her
apartment in University Villas to her classes
took her through the heart of the road construction on Alafaya Trail, she said.
The construction workers had steam rollers
and bulldozers in areas wh ere pedestrians
walked. Also, the sidewalk was broken up in
areas and cover ed by sand, making the route
dangerous. She preferred to walk even though
the heavy machines worked on the road, she
added.
"It takes me less time to walk to school than
to drive, unless someone lets me out. I'll be glad
when they're finished so the construction workers won't ask me what I'm doing after school,"
she said.
It takes her twenty minutes to walk to the

university. She said she was willing to put up
with the inconveniences because an improved
road was needed. She also said she was glad the
first phase of the construction was ahead of
schedule.
Other tenants who drive north on Alafaya
Trail must wait for up to fifteen minutes to
cross traffic, according to the management of
University Villas. Others choose to go down to
a street and tum around.
The road construction has made driving
extremely dangerous. At least three times a
week, tenants have tried crossing the street
and have been hit, the management said.
"A chill goes up my spine every time I hear
tires squeal and then cars crash together," said
Christine Cintron, assistant manager of University Villas.
Cintron said she has received many complaints from her tenants about the inconveniences caused by the construction. Aside from
the traffic problems, the apartm ent complex
had its water, power and phone lines cut off
because of the work being done on th e utilities.
Another problem was the loss of potential
customer s who could not see the apartment
complex from the str eet. They were told to take
down their permanent sign, so th ey put up
temporary signs. Their temporary sign s did not
stay up for more than a few days. A large dirt
pile has also obstructed the view of the apartments from the street, Cintron srud.
"Th e dirt pile was so high, you could only see
the roof of our building. I hope it's done soon. It's
quite a headache," Cintron added.
The management of the business was aware
of the difficulties the construction would cause
from the beginning. The new road would make
the hardships worthwhile in the end, Cintron
added.
Construction crews have been given a 615
day contract to work on the road. The planned
completion date for the entire project is scheduled for June 1991 , according to th e
T.
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Bet You Fi.gure that Old or Scratched
Swatch Watch in Your Desk Drawer is
Worthless? NOT TRUE! If It Happens
to be One of the 1983 or 1984 Issues
or One of the Special Keith Haring
Issues, You Can Actually Get More
For It than You Originally Paid For It
Honest!!! Give Me aCall and Describe
Your Swatch Watch to Me and I'll Let
You Know Just How Much Cash I'll Give
You For It Call

291-6701

After 5 PM or Leave a Message and
· I'll Return Your Call.
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'VICE ~'LS I'lYE'J\['T
•Don't miss out on an exciting career as a
stockbroker. The average stockbroker earns
over $60,000 per year.*
•Blinder, Robinson & Co., Inc., a full service
brokerage firm with over 45 offices in 20 states
nationwide, specializes in dealing with investments in therapidlyexpandingOver-the-Counter
market.
•Blinder, Robinson is looking for individuals
with double majors in self-confidence &
motivation who desire the opportunity to
achieve their high income potential. Positions are available for grads and non-grads
alike, with or without a background in
business. A professional training program is
provided so you can EARN WHILE YOU
LEARN!

Send your resume to, or call:
Thomas E. Trench, Senior Vice President Sales
6455 South Yosemite street
Englewood, Colorado 80111

1-800-777-0194
(You don't even need to put aguarterin a pay phone!)
•Accord ing to Anita Oates's best.seller, 90 Hiehest Payine Careers for the SO's.

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

University
Bookstore

.

•

Will Be Open On
BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORES!
CLASSES STARf:
GMAT.......... MAY2
GRE ... .......... MAY2
LSAT.......... MAY 10

JSTANLEY H. KAPlAN

I

Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400

G raduation
.D ay
Saturday, May 5th
7:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
275-2355

•
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UCF Team Dentist
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If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV crews have left. It takes months to
rebuild homes, businesses ... entire lives.

Ou.r UCF Good Knight.Offer! $25 Check-up ·Includes:
• Initial Exam
• Sitewing X-Rays • Consultation
• Offer good with valid UCF 1.0. only
·Expires 4/30/90
• Good on initial visit only

282-2101

If you could, you'd be there to help. But no
matter where you are, your financial help will
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bare necessities.
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.

• The patient and any other person
n11pa11lblo for payment lw a right to
nifuac to pay, cancel pymont, or be
roimbunod for paymcnI for any other
141"Vicc oxaminatioo, or troatmont
which ii pcrf<.nncd u M n11ult of u1d
within 72hDW"I ofrospondlng to tho •
adwirt!JOmcn! for fn:c 1ervlcc,
oxaminatlon or troatmcnl.

11776 E. Hwy 50
Orlando, FL 32817
' Corner of Hwy 50 & Alaf aya Tr.

1

Someone is counting on you.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross DLsaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803

Buy or Lease A New
Chevrolet/Geo And
Get $600 Off When You Qualify .

•

' " " l\llll 111111• 111111.1kl'
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The GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan can help
put you In fast forward ... at Don Mealey Chevrolet.
Qualify and you'll get $600 off a ChevroleUGeo.
Plus, no previous credit is needed. There's just a
low down payment when you purchase, and you
can choose to defer your first payment for 90 days•.
Or you can take advantage of financing options
like SMAATLEASErv by GMAC and GMAC's Buyer's
Choice Plan.
Just remember: This is a limited time offer, so get
inlo fast forward todayl

NEW '90 GEO STORM
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MEALEY

GMAC

CHEVROLET • GEO

FINANCIAL SERVICES

3707 West Colonial Dr •Orlando, FL
(407) 295-7000
• Not available through GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan, SMARTlEASE by GMAC or wh n purchasing in Michigan, or in New
Jersey on vehides with a cash selling price of $10,000 or less. Finance charges accrue from date of purchase.

Aprll 23rd-26lh

10:00 m-3 :00pm
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LIVE BAND ON THE GREEN
DISAPPEAR FEAR
DISAPPEAR FEAR
DISAPPEAR FEAR

.,

10:30 AM-11:10 PM

DAY APRIL 16

MOVIE:
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: The Last Emperor :·
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
7&9pm

.

$15.00
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

Student Activities Center·
Al llll.. 2.>
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Dinner.and dance
-~enefit Altman,
not student body
President Altman will become the official university president this week, and the university
has not spared any expense on the inauguration
festivities.
In a week-long campus party with reported
expenses totalling $94,000, the Altman inauguration will certainly be a noted chapter in the
saga ofUCF.
As our humble leader prepares to take official
oath, let us all ponder what we, the students,
can reap from this opportunity.
Who is this inauguration for anyway?
The event is actually of no benefit to the
students of this university.
Sure, classes are cancelled for a few hours on
Friday, but whoever planned ihis did not have
the students' best interests in JD.ind.
They planned it right before exam week so
that students will miss any review we might
have had in our classes. Honestly speaking, this
is about the only time in the semester all students in a particular class are in attendance in
their entirety.
And how about that Inaugural Ball at the
Stouffer Orlando Resort? Only $75 a plate; most
students have trouble coughing up enough
money to eat at campus restaurants, with or
without the oodles of bread we have received by
selling our text books back to the book store.
The state gave the university $30,000 for the
event; students will see their cut of it through a
little entertainment Friday afternoon. This
entertainment includes local high school groups
and booths presented by campus organizations.
We are sure this stuff took a pretty big bite out
of this generous grant.
Much of the money went to invite colleges and
universities across the country to participate in
this auspicious event.
We now understand that over 150 representatives from various schools are coming to
Orlando to watch Altman receive the crown. Is
the inauguration for them?
The president's inauguration appears to be
self-serving.
The university has overlooked the students in
planning this event. We cannot be supportive or
feel a part of something from which we are so
blatantly alienated.
An inauguration should be a time for the
students and the president to come together and
officially begin their long partnership together.
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Business professor gets no respect
The purpose of this commentary is to eliminate
jealousy, bias and three misconceptions by certain
professors in the College of Business Administration
toward Dr. A Val Bradley.
1. Dr. Bradley possesses a Juris "doctor" degree}
J.D. from a very prestigious university. This clarification is directed at t ose individuals who are quick to
correct students w o admirably address Dr. Bradley
with his deserver proper title. After all would you
cal1 your medical doctor who has earned a M.D.
degree, mister?
2. He also possesses invaluable practical business
knowledge and unmatchable experience. This verification is directed at those individuals who are quick
to downplay or refute Dr. Bradley's more than a
quarter of a century industry experience with mi11ion
dollar companies and most importantly his status as
a distinguished professor.
3. Students posses a tremendous amountofrespect
and admiration for Dr. Bradley. This clarification is
for those individuals who attempt to devalue Dr.
Bradley's worth to the primary stockholders of the

• AIDS AFFECTS ALL

Editor:
I am still completely amazed at
how little people know about
AIDS. I am even more amazed at
how many people still partake in
the activities of drug use and unsafe sex knowing full well they
have the chance to contract AIDS.
I'm not writing to preach or to
tell people what they need to know
about AIDS. I'm just writing to let
CentraIFloridaFbture
everyone know that one day alP.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
most all of us will come in to conBusinC811 Office (407) 275-1.601, News Office (407) 275-2865
tact with AIDS.
Three years ago, a good friend of
Editor in Chief
mine
died from AIDS. He was the
R. Scott Horner
nicest
person anyone could ever
Managing Editor
Eric Dentel
meet,
but
when he was younger he
News Editor
Lauren Curtis
fell
into
the
wrongpath of drug and
Sports Editor
Bill Foxworthy
alcohol
abuse.
He paid the price.
Confetti Editor
John Citrone
Two
other
friends
of mine have
Copy Editor
Jennifer Offenburger
died
from
AIDS
and
to top it off
Art Director
Deborah Cunningham
AIDS
has
now
invaded
my fa~ily.
Photo Editor
Jorge Alvarez
My
uncle,
his
wife
and
their newProduction Manager
Lara E. Hutchison
born baby all are HIV positive. It
really is a pity.
.
Office Manager
Tracy Torres
want
sympathy
or
pity,
I
don't
Ad Production Manager
Anissa Larson
to me it is a fact oflife. I just want
Advertising Staff
Armand Cimaroli
to let people know. Don't take
Cindy Cowen
AIDS lightly, because you never
know, AIDS seems to be one of
Opinions expressed In The CemraJ Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not neceesarily those of the Board al Publications, University Administration,
those things that sneaks up on you
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and Include
when you least eJ_C.pect it.
the author's signature, major and phone nurrber. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. Names may be withheld
but the newspaper reeerves the right to refuse publication of any letter. The Central Florida
Fvture Is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.

Sharon Pedersen
nursing
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Mike Jonson is a senior majoring business.

• CHARGES PROVE POINT

Editor:
This is in regard to an April 12
letter from Julie A Taylor. In the
letter she incorrectly summarized
a letter from John Ruckart. Let me
reiterate my point briefly.
The words exchanged by Mel
Rogers and Fred Schmidt were
probably meant only to insult the
other person and not to demean
the other's race. Though this unfortunate incident did occur, I am
not sure the way in which the
matter is being handled has
everyone's best interest in mind.
Now with the charges of petit
theft and battery it should be easy
to observe that the actual "name
calling" is rather insignificant.
I sincerely hope this situation
.can be resolved without letting
emotions or personal feelings further impede progress.

John Ruckart
industrial engineering
• SG CLOWNS AROUND

Editor:
For the past year now, all I have
read is headlines about our current
Student Government President,
Fred Schmidt.
Isn't there one good thing his
adminstration has done? I have

tried to think back and the only
things I remember are headlines
informing us that Fred Schmidt
fires student assistants for no
reason, he calls a black man "boy,"
he has charges brought up against
him for impeachment and the
senate "screws up" due process for
his hearing.
Does the title Student Body
President give him free reign to do
whatever he wants? I just don't
understand how a student at this
university can be given so much
power. We are, after all, just students.
The university just gave a student a $5,000/year salary, put him
in charge ofl.4 million dollars and
then said "let him do what he
wants, leave him alone." Then,
you bend the statues for him when
he doesn't have enough hours to
even hold his position, but refuse
to do the same for another student
who wants to run for the office.
From what I can see, Student
Government is a circus. Who is in
charge here anyway? The only
word that comes to mind when I
think of Schmidttroutikian is
chaos.
Good luck Laing/DiBona,
you've got a hell of an act to follow.
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Kim Martin •
journalism
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university-the students.
Ultimately, the professors who feel anxiety over
this article and are guilty of disseminating negatives
such as contempt and envy throughout the College of
Business Administration.
They will be the same professors responsible for
faculty-wide attrition and stagnant, snake-like
growth in our college.
Malicfous disrespect from the dean selection
committee towards Dr. Bradley and politicization in
the environment for long-term self-interest must be
eliminated ifthe College of Business Administration
is to prosper in the long run.

,
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. Learning should
be an adventure
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When I was a very little bay, my family lived in
,. a yellow house between lots of ever-expanding
fields in rural Illinois. Every morning my brother
got on the school bus and after I overcame the
disappointment of not being able to go along, I
.. ambled into my own kind of school w.ith our dog,
Monday.
In the fields were planted corn, beans and
Midwestern grass. I liked the grass fields best,
> except when our neighbor came by on his tractor to
cultivate or disk- because he didn't cultivate the
grass. When I heard him coming, I'd run to the
; edge of the planted fields, wave, then watch him
cross the fields and stop so I could climb on. I
bounced, steered and listened to the blaring Allis
Chalmers' AM radio.
Later, Monday and I would go to the sand box.
It had wooden railings and in some spots those
Midwestern weeds would take root. Digging out
,. the vehicles and construction implements, I
stayed busy recreating Mayan temples and pyramids, and making caves that always caved in.
There was a tire on a rope in the front yard for
hanging upside-down in and spinning, looking up
at the sun through the leaves of the trees. There
were flowers in the sun where lady bugs gathered
that never grew tired of hearing me tell them to
"fly away home."
Those days didn't really seem like school to me;
I just enjoyed the daily lessons in farming, construction, imagination, botany, zoology, adventure, companionship and reality. Here's hoping
your summer holds the same opportunities for
._ learning and enjoying life that my slice of early
country living afforded me. By the way, if you
figure out how to make a good cave in the sand, let
me know .
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CELEBRATE EARTH DAY ALL WEEK LONG AT

•BRING US YOUR RECYCLED NEWSPAPERS AND RECEIVE AN EXTRA $1.00 ON YOUR BUYBACK
•BRING US 10 ALUMINUM CANS AND RECEIVE 10°/o OFF
ANY EARTH DAY BOOKS
•REGISTER TO WIN A NEW BICYCLE
MAY 1ST IS KELSEY'S PIZZA DAY
•BRING US YOUR TEXTBOOKS AND RECEIVE A FREE
SLICE OF PIZZA
12299 UNIVERSITY BLVD
658-4612

I VISA'
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Deha Sigma Pl
Congratulations to our new chapter President:
Donna Vaughan; Senior Vice President: Stacey Turmel; and Vice President Pledge education: Mohammed Samaha. An Alumni
meeting is scheduled for May 20, 1990. The
Birthday Banquet will be on May 24. A graduation will be on May 4. Memorial Day is on May
28.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
A wise man who was so adept regretted his life
at one step.
"When I was in school
I should have been cool
and joined those bad boys at Sig-Ep"
Did anyone notice that Dave White got a
"Power" haircut? I hope Steve follows suit
soon. When was the last time you saw his
eyes? Ask Rob W. he knows a good barber.
Can itbe?
Hey Sig Ep softball is hot! Great victory over
IX. Get ready cause its tournament time.
Drew how about that base running? Pledge
Class 90 is the best! Is there a Doc around?!
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Hey all you Tekes, a little reminder that tonight
there's quarter beers at the PUB from 9-11 .
And don't forget $1 domestic from 8 -2. ·11 you
got time go up there.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congratulations to all the new neophytes!
Pledgeship is over, now concentrate on making the grades.
Congratulations are also in order to all the new
officers. What a group I Looks like we're in for
a hell of a Fall.
T earn 1 and Team 2 Floor hockey, keep up the
good work.
WEEKEND 1s coming !!! This year we are
catenng to all the landlubbers MAY 4 & 5 at the
Texan . Get your $25 deposit to MIKE PLANT
ASAP-May 1 at the latest. If you don't pay,
don't bother packing l Ask MIKE for more
details.
COMPOSITES-MONDAY , APRIL 30th.
10:00-2:00, 3:30-7:30al the housel This time
it's f0< real! So Brothers. neophytes, and little
sister get those suits pressed and that hair
trimmed. Bring $15.00. No moola, no mugshot!
FINALS ARE
Study!

COMING-Srudy, Study,

ACACIA
ACACIA FRATERNITY is proud to announce
the new Brother of our Fraternity. Brother
Patrick Angle, Brother Steve Bywater, Brother
Todd Dudash, and Brother John Hubbard.
Welcome to our Brotherhood. We also welcome in the Daughters of Pythia. Congrats
and we are proud to have you . Everyone study
for those .finals. We all need to get those
grades up.

Pi Kappa Alpha
WON! The Fireman's Ball was really hotl
Congrats to DG Emily Rado, new Dreamgirl.
Also congrats to other candidates. Congrats
to new bros . Big thanks to Robert & Daryl.
PIKE Weekend on May 4,5,6. COMING
SOON: PIKE Hotline and PIKE Sponsored
UCF Top 25. We love our Iii sis'sl Good luck·
to Brothers and all of UCF . during exam week

American Production and Inventory Control Society
Congratulations to the Spring 1990 officers:
Scott Saxon, President; Jeanne Gazda, Vice
President; Don Hoppa, Treasurer; and Linda
Parkin, Secretary. Special thanks to Mr.
Pullin, Faculty Advisor. Elections will be held
on 04/25 in CEBA2-room 225. If you're
interested in JIT, MRP, Quality Control, or
Prod/Operations, etc. come and talk to us.

Environmental Society
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 5:00 pm
in the Student Center room 214. All are welcome to attend.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLIC!CRAlY!AWESOMEIThesearejust
a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There!
Looking for a student organization that would
like to make up to $1,000 for a one week oncampus marketing project. Call Lisa or
Monica at (80) 592-2121.

Sofa, Loveseat & swivel rocker $800 OBO.
Dining Room Set-Table, 6 chairs, China hutch
& serving cart. $800 OBO 578-8746.

lllltllillll

Videocorder Sony AV 3650 & monitor
Ektasound 240 movie outfit & Ektasound 235
projector. Best offer 843-8582 367 N. Orange
Av. Orlando

Responsible female non-smoker to share 3br/
2bwith W/D In Sherwood Forest starting June
1. own room, rent 1/3 utilities . Please call
PATTY at 380-2167 or Tues/Thur at 273·
3654

A computer table and a queen size bed for
sale. Call Naomi 381 -2808.
Puch 1 ospeed bike (girls) good shape, 27 inch
tires, freewheel $50 677-7316.

Roommates needed, 2 rooms available, new
house, all amenities provided , 1 mile from
UCF. Reliable, non-smoker. Contact Shawn
249-1492.

Couch for sale Queen size sleeper sofa $50
obo Desk $20 call 277-3876.
For Sale-Duplex-University Hills . Off Alafaya
Trail. 2bedroom-2bath. $99500. Call Southern Style-677-5885.

Male or Female needed to share 2bdrm 2bath
apt. by May 1st 150 deposit 245 a month call
381 -9434 ask for Bruce or leave message.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Roommate need \lWn room M'F 3 bedroom 2
batti 113 utilities
Sherwood Forest 11622 Shil pa Ct.
Call 380-9994.

Pentax KX Camera wit:h 55 & 135 lens and
cases . Excell. Cond. Call 365-1741.

Roommate wanted to share beautiful, brand
new, 4bdrm house in Alafaya Wds. Own rm
share batti 1/4 utilities 212.50 a mo available
May 1. Call 366-3394.

Twm bed, Men's dresser $75 takes both call
677-9392 alter 2pm l
Start wordprocessing, Ouit typing! Tandy
1000 PC clone 640K 2 floppies hard drive,
printer CGA monitor $700 cheap, compare
new, Dave@ 671-6937

Female seeking same to share new home
with your own bed & bath, phone, utilities +
more-$275 month 365-6350.
Townhouse-Female wants to share 3bd 21 /2
ba. WID, Pool, Tennis courts, VERY NICE
Winter Springs 327-1269

Custom made Woofer box Dark gray carpet.
Holds 2 12 in $60 080 Call 678-7886.

Needed-Female roommate ! To room with two
others Sun Key Apt ! With free weight room,
aerobics ,1 acuzz1I For May.June, July $190
a month 678-9817

AUTOS

Oriental-Asian Welcome across street from
UCF no party atmosphere 2 bathroom rent
$190 + 112 utililles Call Louis or leave message at 277-5529.
Male needed to share nice 2 bd-1 bath with
easygoing male. 2 mile from UCF . Own room
250 + 112 util. Call 678-7886 .

RUNNER Part-time needed for Law Firm in
Ori. Must have own transp. and good driving
record . Exe. opportunity. Call Jill: 855-3333.
JOBS AVAILABLE NOW!
Clerical-Typist Admin Asst, Recept.
Light lndust- Warehouse-Assembly
Technical· Eng Asst, Drafting Tr
Full or Part time, Long-Short term
Call Now 896-1912 No Fee
ABLEST TEMPORARY SERVICE

I

1990 Honda C1Vic EX 4 d00< sedan. 5 speed,
loaded $11,700. 578-8746
87 Fiero Sport Coupe, Perfect cond., one
owner, Blue, 49000 miles, Enkei Rims, Auto.,
Sunroof, want $4,700. Call 260-6740 or 830-

6440
1981 Toyota Corolla good condioon, AC ,
l20K, asking $1750 080. Call Marc evenings
at 273-8323, weekends at 849-0990 ext 29.

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.

For any typing call Tom 831-8025.

ATTENTION : EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000/yr. income potential . Details.
(1)602-838-8885 Ext. T-5780

FAST & QUALITY WORDPROCESSING
Word Perfect 5.0 Free Spelling
and Grammar Check. 5 minutes from
campus. Free delivery on campus.
Call 273-8772. Ask for Al.

ATTENTION : EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAYI
Assemble products at home. Details . (1) 602838-8885 EXT. W-5780.
OVERNIGHT BABYSITTER NEEDED
I need a responsible babysiner, with references, to babysit overnight in my home 4 to 5
times a month wit:h my two elementary children. The hours would be from 3 or 6pm until
8:1 5 !he next morning. Meals are incl. Excellent pay . Please call Anita or George Gideon.
695-2475 Tusc Area .
ATTENTION : POSTAL JOBS! Start$11.41/
houri For application info call (1)602-13388885 Ext. M-5780, 6arn-1 0pm, 7 days.

HYPNOSIS. Extremely effective for concentration & memory. Call 897-3834 (7 days a
week).
VERY PATIENT UCLA GRADUATE will tutor
you in math or sciences. All levels. Call 897-

3533.

ATTENTION : EARN MONEY WATCHING
TVI $32,000/year income potential . Details.
(1)602-838-8885 Ext. TV-5780
ATTENTION : EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS I $32,000/year income potential.
Details. (1 )602-838-8885. Ext. Bk 5780
SUPER INCOME! Be your own boss! If you
are motivated, persistent, and want to earn
Call (407) 886-5969.
fantastic Income.
Doneco, Inc.

PRO-CHOICE VOLUNTEERS: Make your
voices heard. Free info. return mail. Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: SEND
A SIGNAL, PO BOX 60923, Phoenix, Arizona
85082-0923.

..

Student needed to clean homes. Hours to fit
schedule. Call 699-1636.
National Marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage campus promouons with earnings
potennal to $2,500 per semester. Call Lisa or
Monica al (800) 592-2121 .

898-8597 alter 11 am.
1986 Nissan Pulsar NX, 5 spd, AM-FM cassene, car cover & bra included. Taking best
offer. 275-4141or578-8746.Ask for Matthew.

•

KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

AM Paper Roller 3 days a week. E Orlando

ROOMMATES
Two females to share master bedroom an
Chancellors' Row Condo near UCF $155/mo.
each. Call 351 ·7020.

OFFICE WORK-HWY 436-Mornings-typing
reception, Clerical . Pleasant personality.
Prev. office exp. a p!Us. 20 hrs. per wk. Call
Mr. Lang 679-3555.
STUDENTS ... Summer employment nowl
Work for businesses throughout the Orlando
area. Gam valuable business experience
while earning top pay. Work part-time, fullome. Call Temporaries, Inc. 841-83671

*****CAREER NIGHT*****
Young growth company is looking for motivated, business-minded men and women to
earn high $$ incomes. No obligation. CALL
. (407)623-5189 24hrs.

Athletic 25yr. SWM seeking a
considerate lady, 20 +-, healthy
any race very ok, my interests:
Romance, Sports, Ecology, Read ing,
Weights , Languages. Serious
relationship seekers only.
LH0030

To Respond to a Lonely Heart:
Send your response in a sealed envelope with
a stamp. Place Lonely Heans number on
lower left comer of envelope. Place Response
envelope in an envelope and mail or drop off
at the Central Rorida Future business office
PO Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816
To Place a Lonely Heart
Stop by the Central Florida Future business
office and fill out a form. Your name will be
kept confidential.

..

1 :Jr 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.
Large 212 wlprivate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special. 282-5657
1 bdrm. furn, stud io, all utilities
Dean and 50 $400/mo after 5 275-7857
Roommate needed to share duplex $150m +
utl . Own room, NS-serious students 5 minutes from UCF call Steve or Doug #657-5912.
Two bedroom Two 112 bath
Washer Dryer
Chancellors Row
677-1171
*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for Immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967.

A sociaVpeer support group for gay/lesbian
students meets weekly . For more information
contact Lance 380-2835.

3 bdrm apt $705 new sublease
Chatham Landing 380-5435.

For rent: 2bdrmt2bath Duplex apartment.
Wall to wall carpet, washer/dryer. Near UCF
(next to Research Park). $450 +deposit. Call
876-3039 after 5pm .

Roommate 2 bedroom duplex UCF area, half
rent and utll. Non-smoker serious student.
Available May 1 phone (leave message) 282·
0852.

~,

Naaonal marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121 .

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
$2.00 Research , 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free(800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

Earn 20% on everything you sell!
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You l Call The Central Florida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 275-

Hypnosis Helps. Improve memory , end test
anxiety, Increase confidence & study skills.
Low student rates. Bill Hansen. Licensed
hypnotist..679-1011 .

Hey Ted,
There's an excellent c:Omedian tonite in the
SAC and tomorrow is the really excellent
COMEDY FEST at 8pm in the SCA . It's free
dudel! BILL

Self-defense Instruction
Women/men walk in confidence
not FEAR! 9 years experience
one 10 one, anywhere. For info
call Stephen 657-5912.

Hey Bran-Bran and Ace I Wanted to thank you
I did for award that you were the reason for me
to get. Obnoxious that you are. Missing you
both I will be when summer is to come (hee
hea). Write you must both do to me and me
see you also!! No Way . WAY ! Jenni-0 .

Barbi,
I have bad news ...you won't believe what
trouble I'm inl This may be the end of us
forever.
Brett

2601
Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred
i:am up to $100 +per shift. Professional training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Oays!Nights.
Full/Part time . Church Street Station and other
exdusive locations. ShoeShine Company of
America since 1978 call Larry or Sonja 6711482.

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad production Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred). News writers & Editors. Paid positions
available.Call X2865 for more information.

Ellen,
I can't wait to sail the seven seas with you! You
bring the Dramamine I'll bring the Sun Block
15.
Scott

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366-

0538.

2 112 bath 2room townhouse wsh & dryer 1
mile from UCF with garage $480 per month
call 249-1685 for more Info.

Male students needed as summer camp counselors at boy's camp in Maine. First rate program & facility . For info & application call Ken
Renner X-2050 or stop by ED 153.

3bdrm/2bath Hm Winter Park/Howell Br.
area, 1Omin. from UCF . Wash/Dry, Microwv,
2 car garage. 2bdrms for rent ea. $250 + 1/3
util. ER IC 678-5719 834-3541.

Money Motivated? Earn $$$for n~xt term Full
or Part time, flexible hours, on campus or off.
Serious money for business-minded person .
Call Lauren 682-9629.

. DRINKING &
DRINKING &
DRIVING CAUSES DRIVING CAUSES
·DOUBLE ·VISION. · DOUBLE VISION.
Don't drink and drive. A publlc service announcement by MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving).

PROFESSIONAL TYP ING
One m ile from UCF campus .
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM'AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality(Laser printing.
Fast * Professional * Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

•

Bill
I hope you get your voice back . We miss your
gossipll llllllf
Be Cool

The Crew
How you let me into this job I'll never knowno qualifications! Hope to see you in the future, but I'll take bedside manner over writing
any day.
·
MC Hardcopy, aka Dr. Death

Personnel
Ppol.
a.

TEMP-TING OPPORTUNITIES
Personnel Pool', an H&R Block Co .
•RECEPTIONISTS
is currently recruiting qualified
•FILE CLERKS
indiv.iduals for temp & temp to perm
·SECRETARIES
positions. Take advantage of this
•WORD PROCESSORS
opportunity to work with Orlando's
Enjoy top pay, benefits and Friday
finest Co.'s . Full-time ·& part-time
paydays. Call for immediate
positions available. ·
interview.

299-4900
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VISIT THE ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
COMPUTER FAIR APRIL 25TH AND REGISTER
TO WIN A TRIP TO THE TOUR DE FRANCE! .

~

FROM PAGE 12

vided some key RBI.
· Key Goon player R.L. Smith
left the game in the early innings after an infield fly shattered his pinky.
Other important Future
players included sports writer
Roy Fuoco in left field, photo
editor Jorge Alvarez at third
and feature writer Richard
Eric Karman on first.
Future News Editor Lauren
Curtis, playing catcher, also
contributed by beaning Dawg
Mulkay with the ball.
SG won the annual game for
the second year in a row. Last

.

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France!

•

A you race lo the finish of the chool year.
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINIS?t"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:

Buy APC,

Get A Bike FREE!

GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER

Buy any of our

n all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.

FIRSTPRIZE-50W!NNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
A sports water bqttle.
To enler.just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to lake a free lest drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be
the most rewarding tes t of your college career!

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
FLORIDA COMPUTER STORE
CALL JACQUE BRIN
AT (407)281-5643

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN•

ZENITNM

data systems l:.d
Form

f'.

$2.50

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES-PG (NO PASSES)
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
CRY BABY-PG-13 2 :00 PM ONLY
PRETTY WOMAN-A 2 :00-4:30-7 :30~ 10: 10 (NO PASSES)
THE FIRST POWER-A 2:10-4 :10-6:10-8:10-10:10
LOVE YOU TO DEATH-A 4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER-PG (NOPASSES)
2:20-5 :00-7:40-10:15
CRAZY PEOPLE-A (NO PASSES)2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
SHOCK TO THE SYSTEM-A 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05

ALL SEATS
ALL SHOWS
(EXCEPT
SPECIFIED
SHOWS)

and gel a Raleigh
AJl -Tcrmin Bike
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
THIRD PRIZE-l.000 W!NNERS

year the Dawgs won, 6-5, with
a controversial play at home in
the fourth inning giving the
Dawgs the go-ahead run. SG
expects to have a good returning squad of ringers for next
year.
Rumors are flying that we
may see a football challenge
this fall. But this reporter is
confident that SG, under it's
strong leadership, will prevail
again over the non-factual
Central Florida Future.
Editor's note: Jeff Laing is
the student body president and
not a Future employee. As
such, this article underwent
much editing and may have
lost some ofits initial "objectivity."

qualifying
desktop systems• at
a great student price,

A Raleigh Assault" or Fines e• All-Terrain Bike.

I
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PETRIFIED OF THE LSAT?
LEX is offering a special

LSAT
ENHANCEMENT
COURSE

This special LSAT Enhancement Course is
des Igned to tutor you In Reading Comprehension
and Logic. Class taught by two first-rate
instructors and brought to you by LEX at a
fraction of the cost! For more info call

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

·--

Roadway Package System. is
accepting applications for parttim.e loaders and unloader~.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

TERM 2:
JULY 9 ·AUGUST 13
MON+ WED 6 - 10 PM

-ONE WAY
MOVES
-LOWEST
RATES
-NEWEST
TRUCKS

•

.

· ·.

$150!!!

*** SEARS Rent a Car
10°/o STUDENT DISCOUNT

SPECIALS~

-SAVE

.......
•

WITH PRESENTATION OF
STUDENT ID CARD

$$$~·mlmt

***

WE LIVE UP TO
OUR NAME,

WITH LOW

MOVING RATES

~NR~~LK~~~D

VANS

•

Only

~~~(

-MIDWEEK

~
- -~I
~1

Price?~~?

REGISTRATION IN FRONT OF LIBRARY
APRIL 24 - 27 llAM - 2 PM
SPACE IS LIMITED SO ACT NOW!

-~~~~

.Phone
297-3715
for m.ore inforrnation

380-2383

TERM 1:
MAY 2· JUNES
WED + FRI 1 • 5 PM

.«>

859-3171

902 N. SEMORAN BLVD.,
~
ORLANDO
CORNER OF RT. 436 AND RT. 50

=== Budget® ====
car and truck rental

Sport s11111i111111~11•i11r1111i11@1111111111t111r11•1t1•,.,1111&11tt11a•1•t111. . . . .
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Aiumni fade in 4th vs-varsity, 24-14
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

The UCF alumni team led until the
fourth quarter when Willie English
scored three touchdowns to lead the
varsity to a 24-14 victory Saturday at
the Citrus Bowl.
English, a sophomore fullback who
led the varsity in rushing with. 73
yards, scored twice from six yards out
and once from the one yard line to bring
the varsity back from a 14-3 halftime
deficit against the alumni.
Brian Terr kicked a 26-yard field
goal with four seconds left in the first
half to break the varsity's scoring
drought.
English's second touchdown
sparked a fight between the two teams
when he shoved the ball in the face of
linebacker Sylvester Bembery when he
took a swing at English.
Both teams were penalized 15 ya.,.ds
and Bembery ('87) was sent out of the
game after accidentally hitting an official.
The alumni scored in the first quarter when Teddy Wilson ('86) caught a
50-yard pass from Mike Cullison, who
played on UCF's first football team in
1979.
Their second touchdown came with
3:07 left in the first half, when Arnell
Spencer ('88) scored on an 11-yard pass
from Darin Slack, who led the Knights
to the Division II semi-finals in 1987.
Alumni Coach Alan Gooch said the
alumni defense played well early. "We
had a lot of defensive players from the
'81 and '87 teams, and those were good
defensive teams," he said.
"We scored three points at the end of
the second quarter, and three touchdowns in the second half," said UCF
Head Coach Gene McDowell. "I think
that says the old guys got tired and the
young guys kept on playing."
However, he also scolded the players
during the halftime break.
"The coaches asked us (during the

Mlcheel Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Runningback Jon Jordan ('89) {left), wide receiver Teddy Wilson ('86), and runningback Robert Ector ('87) (right) celebrate
Wilson's first-quarter 50-yard touchdown reception in the alumni-varsity gameSaturday at the Citrus Bowl.

break), 'Do you think this is for real
now?m said varsity quarterback Ron
Johnson, who led the Knights on the
final two touchdown drives.
Robert Ector ('87), the varsity
Knights' interim wide receivers coach,
led the alumni in rushing with 93

yards. Ector also played quarterback,
going one-for-four for 37 yards. He was
intercepted once. Curnson led the
alumni quarterbacks in yardage with
50 yards.
Johnson split time at quarterback
with Rudy Jones for the varsity.

Johnson went six-for-13 for 77 yards,
while Jones went four-for-12 for a total
of 36 yards.
Wilson, who recently signed with
Ottawa of the Canadian Football
League, led all receivers with three
receptions for 101 yards.

SG Dawgs
win s'o ttball
game,_26-22

Baseball Knights
to face Gators

by Jeff Laing

Teams experiencing winning droughts
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF will try to regain the
form which led to its 22game winning streak when
it hosts Florida tomorrow
night at the UCF Baseball
Complex.
The Knights (32-15) are
2-5 since their winning
streak ended against Florida International on April
13.
They lost a double header
against Tulane Saturday by
scores of 13-2 and 2-1.
When UCF and Florida
met in Gainesville last
month, the Gators were the
11th victim ofUCFs winning
streak losing 5-1.
The Gators (22-24) have
lost six straight and were
swept by fifth-ranked Georgia in a double header Saturday.
Ironically, the Knights
began their winning streak
after being swept in a twogame series against the
Bul1dogs in early March.

The game will again feature
a duel between the Martinez
brothers.
The Knights' third baseman
Ernie has led UCF in batting
throughout the year.
Batting .400 most of the
year, his average dropped to
.390 after last week's game
against Stetson.
He is tied with Marc LeClerc and Bobby Kiser with
four home runs and is second
with 42 RBI.
Kiser leads with 45 RBI.
Twin brother Eric is en
route to the Gators team triple
crown.
He leads the team with a
.328 batting average, seven
home runs and 32 RBI.
Among the Knights looking
to regain their hitting form is
team captain Jim Crone and
first baseman Steve McClellan.
Crone raised his average
during the winning streak by
94 points to .325 but has since
seen his average drop to .265.
McClellan has been a
steady force at first but has

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

File photo/CENTR AL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ernie Martinez, whose .390 batting average leads UCF, will
play against his brother Eric when UCF_plays UF 7 p.m. Wed.

seen his average drop almost
40 points. However, his
average is a more than respectable .345.
Expected to start for the
Knights is senior hurler Brandon Turner. who held the Gators to just one run in the first

meeting this year.
Op the year, Turner is 64 with a 3.1 7 ERA.
The Gators won't choose
their starter until tomorrow. Their top pitcher is
Doug Brennan. He is 4-2 on
the year with a 2. 70 ERA.

On a sweltering Sunday
afternoon the Student Government Dawgs defeated the Ce.ntral Florida Future News
Goons, 26-22, in softball.
The score reflects a closer
contest than it actually was.
The Dawgs jumped out early
with a combination of consistent hitting and several errors
by the Future team.
The score was 12-0 after two
innings, and rose to 22-9 midway through the game. After
seven innings, the Dawgs were
up 26-16. But in the eighth and
ninth, the Dawgs tired and the
News Goons rallied to increase
their score.
The SGteam dominated the
Goons with a balanced attack.
Keith Mulkay proved to be the
big gun by going 8 for 8 with
three home runs. Vice President-Elect Jason DiBona
showed that he could swing a
bat nearly as well as a gavel by
providing two home runs to the
slaughter. Out-going President Fred Schmidt proved that
he is no desk jockey and pro-
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see SOFTBALL page 11
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